I see you keep making plans etc to enforce your Statutes on private land holders, Not only that you have basically removed land held in fee simple to Torrens title. These are total breaches of the Common law which is what our Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900(UK) 1901 as proclaimed and gazetted clearly defines. Through several Documents of English Common law which is still in effect here in Australia whether you like it or not.
The States do not have the Authority to interfere with private Fee simple land as it is all alienated from the Crown. every single law that you make and have made since 1934 is invalid.
the original South Australian Constitution was set in Place by letters patent by the reigning monarch at the time it was set out.
In 1934 the South Australian Legislature saw fit to set a letters patent document aside, namely the South Australian Constitution
You had at that time no authority to do so nor do you have that Authority now. Only a Monarch can remove or alter a letters patent.
So you ignored the rule of law which is in fact is an act of treason,
You made a new State Constitution and you kept altering it without any consultation with the People of SA.
I note one of the clauses in this constitution States that and I quote (There is no requirement to observe human rights)
This is a breach of the Common law and the British bill of Rights that are associated with our 1901 Constitution.
This alone and the fact you set aside the original Constitution which was under letters patent, this is treason against the Crown and the People of SA.
It goes further to state and I quote( there is no separation of powers) Unquote; another Breach of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1901 as proclaimed and gazetted. This also makes the SA Constitution Null and void.
Then when Bob Hawke introduced the Australia Act fraudulently I might add as the Australian People were not asked at referendum if it was ok to introduce this act of treachery. There fore rendering it null and void at conception.
You set up the Office of local Government through this Australia act, also without asking the people > TREASON.
We have had 3 referendums on the question of making local Government Councils lawful the People said no each time. What don’t you understand about the word NO.
Maybe you should all go back to Kindergarten school to revisit the meaning of this word as none of you seem to be able to get a Handle on it.
The States have the right to make laws for the well being and good governance of the State the (STATE) is the People of that area of land mass known as South Australia, it doesn’t mean you politicians in Parliament.
Now all laws made by the State must be consistent with the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1901 as Proclaimed and Gazetted. Any law that does not comply with these requirements are null and void.
So due to the SA Constitution since 1934 being set in place unlawfully from setting aside the real one under letters patent. And the afore mention clauses etc your whole system of Governance in
SA is null and void.
It's no good you coming back at me and saying What I put here is untrue because I have all the Hard copy evidence that proves everything I'm saying. And most of all you cannot interfere with Land held in fee simple and change it to Torrens title. Or tell the owners what they can or cannot do on their land. Fee simple land is imperial Law and you have no authority to alter it. This electronic filing of so called land titles is theft, treachery and treason.
You forget that we are still a self governing Colony of the British Commonwealth and the People of Australia in all States said we wish to keep it that way in the 1999 referendum for a republic. THE PEOPLE SAID NO GET IT NO. Yet you all carry on and keep saying you are a self governing democracy, that is false and misleading as well as treacherous.
The People have had enough of you treachery and treason and soon they will rise up against you because they have the right to rebel especially since Article 61 of Magna Carta was invoked throughout Australia 2 years ago. We have the right to refuse to comply with any of these fraudulent statutes you keep making. None of them Proclaimed and gazetted or put to the people at referendum as our Constitution demands. Effectively you have placed yourselves above the rule of law and you do not have the Authority to do so.
Every breath you politicians and your advisors and the Judges and Police and lawyers make each is an act of treason. The people are waking up, What we do on our private land is none of your business, it never has been and never will be while our Common law Constitution is in force, and its not going away any time soon. You are all traitors and the day is fast approaching where you are all going to jail where you belong for life.
Victor Sturgeon of the Family Sturgeon a lawfully sworn and notarized CPO under the Crown, our Constitution and the crimes act 1914.
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